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The* independence or the impedance on the beam direction is nn important fea
ture of an accelerator structure, in particular, for tin* electron-positron storage rings 
where bunches of opposite charges travel through tlic same vacuum chamber in oppo-
sitedirections Recently Gluckstern and Zotler' considered a eylindrii'idly symmetric 
but longitudinally asymmetric cavity with side pipes of e*pl»l radii. They were able to 
prow thai for a relativists particle the longitudinal impedimn- of the ravity with an 
arbitrary shape is independent of (he direction in which the beam trawls Ui rough it. 
'I heir result corroborates numerical observation!; of the independence or the wakefieWl 
obtained with the. code TIJC1. Bisognano- gave ati decani proof cf tlie same state
ment. His approach is based on a reciprocity relation applied to the tensor Green's 
function. 

] follow here hi* idea in & somewhat simpler way to obiain more general and 
physically transparent proof of this property fur both longitudinal and J IBIISITW 
impi-ibuiren. The result is valid for a cavity will) no nziimithnl symmetry and for 
arbitrary particle velocity, as soon as it may be considered constant. At (he same 
time the limitK of its validity (the sitlc beam pipes must have the same rross sections) 
are shown. 

Throughout this note it \A assumed that the particle energy is constant and does 
not change as the result of radiation in the structure. Further, small oscillations that 
ii particle performs while moving in an accelerator are nrglerled. In other words, it 
is assumed that the particle velocity v is conslaiiL (at least while traveling through a 
structure under consideration) and IIAR only one component i>, along the axis. 

Consider a cavity of an arbitrary configuration and let a bunch of a charge travel 
through it along ihe axis 2. We attach a subscript 1(2) to all the quantities -lesrribing 
the case q when the bunch travels in a positive (negative) direction parallel to the 
axis t. To prove the theorem for both thr longitudinal and transverse impedances we 
assume that llie bunch trajectory is offset from the axis by a distance |Rj . | . 
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There is only ^-component of Ibc current density, The Fourier harmonics for tlw 
two cosed ate.; 

Note that: 

J?* = —Jia, . ^2w = ? L f?) 

The fields Ei„ M\si E-ij pxritefl by such sources »,-ttiKfy the following wave 
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as well as the botihilitry" ranriitKWK for OieJr tangential co)ii[)f)nei]tH: 

IUKI UM* radiation mirtlrt tons for iht? radiated part of the RM field: 
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Let us show that the fields E^. and Ej u. are complex conjugal*-. liHlt^l. by 
substituting Kq. (3) intti Kq. (4) and taking its complex conjugate, one .ditajns: 

(H>> ( < «•* \ n « . n <lwiu> . 

The boundary conditions shown in Eq. (6) are also valid for F_ v . \\V tiow need only 
one additional assumption; that the synchronous piirln of bjlli fields E| u . and Ejj 
arc the same at infinity- This is the rase when the side pr.pcs have the same cross 
sections (at least at infinity). If this assumption is true. Mien the equations and all 
the boundary conditions for E ^ and Eiu arc the same, and we may conclude that: 

E&, = E l w . (11) 

From llip Maxwell equation i(u>/r)Bi,2 = V x Ei,j it follows that: 

B L = - B ^ . (12) 

Now multiply Eq. (4) by Ej^, and Eq. (5) by E ] W ; subtract the results and in
tegrate over the volume of the cavity and the side pipes houndi-d by imaginary cross 
sections at s = ±£,£ —• oo. One then obtains the Loivntz reciprocity theorem1'. 

-Z- I dViEi^ii* - E u - j 2 l „ ) = M S - (Ew x B ^ - E 2 a , x B ) u f ) . (Vi) 

The integration on the right-hand side is performed over the surface enclosing the 
volume over which Lhe integration on the left-hand aide is performed; i.e., over the 
walls of the cavity, the walls of the side pipes, and the bounding cross sections. Since 
the tangential ehrctric field on the wall is zero, it is sufficient to perforin the integration 
over these cross sections only. The integration over tin- transverse coordinates in (lie 
left side of Kq. (13) is performed easily. The remaining integration ovitr z gives 1 lie 
longitudinal impedance; cf., Eqs, (8) and (9). We obtain ibe following expression for 
the difference of the impedances for two directions of the bunch travel: 

- ~ ? - ( ^ ( u ; , R x ) - Zjtw.Rj.)) = / j S - K E ^ x B ^ - E ^ x B i * ) , 
J ' <H) 

- (Ei, ^ BJ- - E i j x B U / f ] . 

where the subscripts it and /. refer lo I he hra»ipi|w> cross section at = = ± f , respec
tively. Using Kqs. ( I I ) and (12), ibis equation tan be rewritten in the form: 
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J ( is) 
( ^ x B ^ E J . x D , , ) , ] . 

Die riftlit-hand >•• le or lliis equation is real. Heme, the imaginary parts of tlic 
impedances are equal: 

lm£|(uf,Rj.) = Iin/fj(u'.R i L) . (16) 

The integrals iti the right-hand side of Kq. (LI) have the simple physical meaning 
of the electromagnetic (KM) field energy flowing through the cross sections of the 
side pipes. If these cross sections lire far enough from Lhe cavity, then the only part 
of tin* KM field present on them is I lie synchronous component accompanying the 
liunrh. This is a direct consequence of the radiation condition [Eq. (7)] which is 
assumed to hv fulfilled here. Fur tlur case when both aide pipes have similar and 
equal cross sections, the synchronous components or the field at z = ±00 art; tltc 
saint*. It follows then from Eq. (15) that both longitudinal impedances arc equal. 
Applying now the "anofslsy-Wenzel theorem, wr HCC thai the same is also trttc for 
the transvcr.se impedances. 

However, for unequal or nonsiniilar pipr cross serlions, Hie synchronous compo
nents of the two fields arc different, even at c — rfcoo. Wc cannot say that F ĵs. (11) 
and (12) arc necessarily true, and the real parts of the impedances for two directions 
dihVr l»y a constant. 

In the ultrarelativistic case -) —• 00 for the side pipes with round cross sections, 
the difference of the energy of the synchronous components in |,hc pipes with radii 
n and ft is proportional to (>i{b/n). Hence, the difiVrenrc of the real parts of the 
impedances are proportional Lo I he same const ant. An example of such a case is given 
in a paper" where an abrupt change in the cross section ("step") in a cylindrieatly 
symmetric pipe is considered. The impedances "in" and "out" an* derived from Mm 
solution of a truncated system of lite exact equations for the KM fields. 
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